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INTRODUC'OON 

Long-span box girder bridges usually can be approximated, ~or the purp~se 
of global behavior, as thin-wall beams of closed cross sectIon,. underg~mg 
longitudinal warping and transverse distortion. The ordinary differ~ntIal equatl~ns 
of such beams in terms of the parameters of the assumed baSIC deformatIon 
modes of cross section were derived in the general form by V!asov (27) ~nd 
were extended by others (3,10). Analytical solutions of some SImple p~actIcal 
cases have been obtained by Dabrowski (10), Wittrick, He~p, Argyns (~9), 
and Benscoter (6). Kfistek (13) has simplified the analyti~l solutIon by se~aratl~g, 
in accordance with the superposition principle, the analYSIS of transvers~ dlstortlO.n 
from that of torsion with longitudinal warping. For computer matnx analysIs 
the most versatile and convenient formulation is the finite element stiffness 
method which was applied to the problem by Scordelis, et al. (17,24) and 
others /1,14,15,25). Yet the number of unknowns in this approach is very large 
because the girder is subdivided in both the longitudinal and the transverse 

directions. 
Therefore, attention also has been focused on the stiffness methods that a~ply 

discrete subdivision in only one direction. In the exact plate theory solut.lOns 
by Jenkins (23) and Goldberg and Levy (Ref. 12, for folded ~l~tes), .the drrect 
stiffness harmonic analysis by Scordelis, et al. (11), and the fInIte stnp me~h~d 
by Cheung (8) and others (18), the discrete subdivision i~ intr~duced wJt?m 
the cross section, while in the longitudinal direction Foun~r senes expa~slon 
is assumed. This formulation allows easy handling of vanous cross-sectIonal 
shapes and is appropriate mainly for relatively short. box girders .. ~~r lo~g box 
girders, and especially for multispan beams, ~ dIscrete S~~.lvlSI~n 10 the 
longitudinal (rather than transverse) direction, I.e., a subdIVISIon mto beam 
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elements, appears to be more suitable because in narrow and shallow cross 
sections the transverse distributions can be characterized adequately by fewer 
parameters than the longitudinal distributions. 

Formulation of beam elements for box girders, straight as well as arbitrarily 
curved in space, seems to have eluded attention so far, and is chosen as the 
main objective of this study. 

Although stability aspects are generally acknowledged to be important in 
thin-wall box girders, all studies have been confined to local buckling of webs 
within box girders and no stability analysis of box girders as a whole seems 
to have been accomplished yet. Therefore, a state of initial stress will be considered 
herein. Attention will be restricted, however, to the case of small strains and 
to the linearly elastic behavior. Furthermore, it will be shown that special attention 
must be devoted to spurious shear effects, a problem thus far known to arise 
only in bending with shear of beams and shells. A new method of eliminating 
these effects will be developed herein. 

SKEW-ENDED FlNTE Ei.EMENr WITH SHEAR DEfORMATION: ITS GEOMETRY AND 

KINEMATICS 

Computation of the stiffness matrices of curved beam elements is considerably 
more involved than that of straight elements. Furthermore, with curved beam 
(or shell) elements it is rather difficult to satisfy exactly the conditions that 
rigid body rotations cause no self-straining of the element (2,16,22) and that 
all constant strain states be available. However, curved beams can be approxi
mated by straight finite elements, for which this condition, essential for conver
gence and good accuracy, is easily satisfied. Nevertheless, in previous studies 
of highly curved and slender beams, the solutions based on straight elements 
converged to values that substantially deviated from the correct ones, especially 
in case of buckling problems (5). This numerical error has been attributed to 
the neglect of the curvature. For when one assumes the classical bending theory, 
one implies that the cross sections are normal to the straight element and, 
thus, the end cross sections of two adjacent elements meeting at an angle are 
nonparallel and continuity of the beam as a three-dimensional body is not 
maintained. 

However, it is possible to obtain full continuity using straight elements if 
one adopts the well-known and more accurate theory which allows for transverse 
shear deformations and does not require the cross sections to be normal to 
the beam axis, so that the ends of the beam element may be made skew to 
coincide with the end of the adjacent element meeting at an angle (Fig. 1). 
One of the objectives herein is to propose such a formulation and to verify 
that it eliminates the aforementioned numerical error previously encountered 
at highly curved beams. (This is of interest for finite element solutions of curved 
beams, plates, and shells in general.) 

In the usual approach, when the stiffness matrix of the beam element is 
determined from the ordinary differential equations of equilibrium or from the 
expression of potential energy per unit length, it is implied at the outset that 
the end cross sections are perpendicular to the actual (i.e., curved) beam axis. 
Therefore, this approach must be abandoned and the element must be treated 
as three-dimensional. 
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The geometry of the skew finite element for a ~ox of mo~osymmet~ic trapez~idal 
(skew) cross section (Fig. 1) will now be cons1dered. It 1S conve?lently defmed 
as a mapped image of a parent unit rectangular element of urnt square cross 

FIG. 1.-(8) Subdivision of Curved Beam 
in Finite Elements; Ib) Box Cross Section 

(a) 

FIG. 2.-(8) Finite Element of Box Beam 
as Mapped Image; Ib) Parent Unit Box 
Element 

V_ 

-V 

(c) 

w 

AG. 3.-(8) longitudinal Warping Mode of Box Cross Section; (b) Transverse 
Distortion Mode, Tangential to Wall; Ie) Transverse Distortion Mode, Normal to 

Wall 

2). Thanks to the straightness, the mapping is section and unit length (Fig. 
linear in each coordinate, i.e. 
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1 
z = - (1 - 0 [-I + ~ (1 + h,,) a z + "b z} 4 ' , 

1 
+ - (1 + 0 [I + ~ (l + h,,) a + "b z ] ••••••••••••••••••• (1a) 4 Zl I 

1 1 
y= - (1 - ') [~(I + h,,) ay + "by} + -(1 + 0 [~(1 + h,,) ay + "by] (Ie) 

4 " 4 I I 

in which x, y, z = local rectangular cartesian coordinates for the skew element 
(Fig. 2); ~, ", , = coordinates of the parent rectangular element that map 
into x, y, and z; subscripts i and j refer to the ends of the element and zp 
Zj are their axial coordinates; h = d/ a, with 2d = difference between the 
top and bottom widths of box (for a rectangular box, h = 0); ax,' a y,' ... , 
b

Zj 
= components of vectors a and b that characterize the planes of end cross 

sections; and magnitudes a = lal and b = Ibl represent the width and the 
depth of box at lines through the centroid (Fig. 1). 

The ends of the element, skew with respect to its axis, may (but need not) 
be made normal to the given curved beam axis. For good accuracy, the element 
axis is defined so that it deviates to both sides of the given curved beam axis 
and forms with it equal areas on both sides (Fig. 1). 

The mapping in Eqs. 1 is introduced in such a form that' = ± 1 are the 
end cross sections. In the case of a doubly symmetric box, limits ~ = ± 1 
are the sides of the box and limits" = ±l are its bottom and top. However, 
in the case of a monosymmetric box (i.e., trapezoidal) it is more convenient 
to use other limits because the point that is mapped into the centroid does 
not lie at mid-depth of the parent unit element, i.e., if the coordinates of bottom 
and top plates, measured from the centroid, are Y2 - band Y2' one has limits 
"2 = 2y2 / band TJ I = "2 - 2. Furthermore, if the box has overhanging flanges 
of length f, the limits of ~ at TJ values for flanges are ~2 = 1 + f / a2, ~ I 
= -~2' in which 2a 2 = width of top side of the box. 

Furthermore, a linear variation of cross section along the element (tapered 
beam) can be modeled by appropriate differences of ax, and by, from a

Xj 
and bYi" 

Nonparallel top and bottom sides of cross section could also be accommodated, 
replacing" with" (1 + c 0 in all b terms of Eq. 1 (c = constant). 

All theories of beams are based on assumed basic displacement distributions 
within the cross section. In conformity with the well-known theories of thin-wall 
beams of closed cross section (e.g., Refs. 3 and 27) one introduces 

4 4 4 

U= L Uk(Z)<!>k(S); v = L Vk(Z)l/!k(S); W = L Vk(z) Xk(S) ...... (2) 
k=1 k=1 k=1 

in which z = longitudinal (axial) coordinate; s = coordinate along the walls 
in the cross section; u = longitudinal displacement of a general point of cross 
section; v, w = displacements in the cross section plane, tangential and normal 
to the wall; and 
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bTl ab~T] 
<1>3=-; <1>4=--; I\II=P(S); 

2 4 

a~ 
\f.'2=--'s; 

2 

bTl 
X I = t(S); X2 =--"; 

2 

X4= ~T] [a 3 0 3 (3-eH +b3 03 (3-T]2)T]] 
4(ao~ + bon I ., 2 ., 

.... (3) 

in which subscript S following a comma denotes a derivative with respect to 
S (in the actual element), e.g., ~ = d~1 ds; the expression for X4 applies only 
in the case of a rectangular box'; 01, O2 = thickness of horizontal and vertical 
sides of box; and P = distance of cross-sectional wall tangent from beam axis; 
t = length of this tangent. 

Parameters UI, VI' and V3 represent rigid-bedy displacements of the whole 
cross section in the z, x, and y directions; <1>1' 1\1 2 with X2' and 1\1 3 with X3 
= the corresponding displacement distributions; U2 , U3 , and VI = rigid-body 
rotations about axes y, x, and z; <1>2' <1>3' and 1\1 1 with X I = the corresponding 
distributions. 

The remaining U kand Vkrepresent deformations of the cross section. Parameter 
U 4 and distribution <1>4 [Fig. 3(a)] describe the longitudinal warping mode, such 
that u varies linearly along each side of the box; V4 and 1\1 4 with X4 describe 
the transverse distortion mode of the box; 1\14 = the distribution of the tangential 
displacement, v, due to distortion of the cross section, as proposed by Vlasov 
[Ref. 27, Fig. 3(b)]; X4 = the distribution of the normal displacement, w, due 
to the distortion of the cross section [Fig. 3( c)]. It can easily be derived by 
analyzing the cross section as a continuous frame undergoing unit enforced 
displacements at its corners. An obvious method to determine X4 is the slope
deflection method, which yields X4 as given in Eqs. 3. For a rectangular box, 
the transverse curvature of the wall, caused by distortion in Fig. 3(b) with 
unit bending moments in the corners, is obtained as ks = 12 ~ T] 0-3 1(0 ~2 + 022

), 

in which 0 = thickness at the point considered. Integration of this expression 
yields X4 as given in Eqs. 3 because ks = d 2wlds2 = (d 2X4Ids 2) V4; and 
d 2 Xkl ds 2 = 0 for k < 4. 

Experience has shown that the two deformation modes, U4 , and V4 , are 
sufficient to characterize the global deformations of a long single-cell box girder. 
However, for short girders or multiple-cell boxes, and also for local deformation 
modes of single-cell boxes, a greater number of deformation modes would be 
required (3). 

By increasing the number of terms in Eq. 2, more accurate solutions can 
be obtained. The corresponding formulations would be an easy extension of 
the present one. However, it seems that the four terms in Eq. 2 suffice for 
practical purposes (27) in the case of global behavior of long single-cell box 
girders. 

The internal forces associated with displacement parameters Uk and Vk are 

Pk = f <l>k(s)pzds; Qk= f [l\Ik(S)Ps + Xk(s)Pn]ds ... , ....... (4) 
s s 

in which Pz' Ps ' and Pn = loads distributed over the area of wall in directions 
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z, s: and normal n of wall; PI = normal force; Q2 and Q
3 

= horizontal and 
vertIcal shear force; P 2 and P3 = bending moments about axes y and z; Q 
= torque; P4 = longitudinal bimoment; and Q4 = transverse bimoment (27). I 

The assumption of the basic distributions of unknown displacements within 
the finite element (interpolation or shape functions) is the basis of the finite 
element approach. Herein one introduces 

I 1 
Vk = - (1 - 0 Vk + - (1 + 0 Vk ; k = 1,2,3,4 

2 '2 J 
............ (5a) 

1 1 
Uk=2(,2_,) Uk;+(1- ,2) Uko +2'(,2+ 0 Ukj ; k=2,3,4 .... (5b) 

1 1 
U = - (1 - 0 U . + - (I + Y) U . k = 1 I 2 I, 2 '" Ij' ........... (5c) 

and the corresponding column matrix of generalized displacements of the element 
(19 x 1 in size) is 

(6a) 

qb = (VI;' V2;, V3;, V4;, U I;, U2;, U3;, U4;, Vlj' V2j , ... U4)T (6b) 

qC = (U2o ' U30 , U4o )T • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • (6c) 

~arame~ers Uk;' Ukj , Vk;, and Vkj (16 in number) represent generalized cross-sec
tIOnal dIsplacements Uk and Vk at ends i and j, and the three parameters U 
grouped in matrix q C represent displacements Uk at midlength (i.e., at an interio~ 
node) of the element. (Superscript T refers to a transpose.) Consequently, Eqs. 
2, 5, and 6 may be lumped in one matrix relation 

(W,v,u)T=Aq .... (7) 

in which A = 3 x 19 matrix of interpolation functions (see Eqs. 28). 

EUMlNATlON OF SPURIOUS SHEAR STIFFNESS IN BEMJlNG AND TORSION 

Note that in Eqs. 5 the transverse displacement parameters and the axial 
translation are assumed to vary linearly along the element, whereas transverse 
rotations and warping are taken as quadratic (Fig. 4). This is a departure from 
the standard approach in bending of beams (21) and in torsion of thin-wall 
beams (5), in which a cubic variation of transverse displacements is normally 
being used (Fig. 4) to satisfy the continuity of the transverse rotations expressed 
as the derivatives of the transverse displacements. By contrast, in the present 
formulation all rotations are independent of displacements (which is a distinct 
feature 'of hybrid finite elements), and so the transverse displacements need 
not satisfy any such condition and may be considered to be distributed linearly. 

Including shear deformations, one faces, in the case of very slender beams, 
the well-known problem of a large numerical error due to spurious shear stiffness 
(28), similar to that which occurs in thick-shell elements. With increasing number 
of elements, i.e., as I -+ 0, the calculated deformation of the beam under a 
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TABLE 1.-Critical Bending Moment for Lateral Buckling with Warping of Beam 
or Arch of Box Cross Section L 

Number of elements Straight beam 
(1 ) (2)8 

16 1.700 
32 1.600 
80 1.583 

exact 1.583 

"Moments are in inch-pounds x 1010. 
Note: I in.-lb '" 0.1130 N . m. 

Arch 

Maximum Minimum 
(3)8 (4)8 

2.364 -1.058 
2.246 -1.126 
2.197 -1.139 
2.197 -1.139 

TABLE 2.-Deflections of Twisted Tapered Box Girder with Distortion and Warping. 
Compared with Results from Ref. 13 

Distance 
from support, Test from 

in inches Ref. 13 
(1 ) (2)8 

0 0 
4 0.75 
8 3.5l 

12 5.56 
l6 7.41 
20 8.59 
24 9.07 

"Deflections are in inches x 10-3
• 

Note: I in. '" 25.4 mm. 

INITIAL STATE 

fHHfH·fB 

Present 
Solution from method 

Ref. 13 (40 elements) 
(3)8 (4)8 

0 0 
0.68 0.74 
3.32 3.48 
5.41 5.50 
7.39 7.40 
8.69 8.59 
9.16 9.07 

AG. 4.-Deformation Mode of Proposed Finite Element in Simplest Special Case 
of Bending with Shear, in Comparison with Other Theories (Classical Theory-Cross 
Sections Remain Normal) 
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given load tends to zero, i.e., the beam becomes infinitely stiff. A possible 
remedy has previously been found in the use of numerical integration formulas 
of reduced order, i.e., lower than the degree of polynomials in the shape functions 
(see p. 288, Ref. 28). In the present case, the reduced integration order could 
probably also be used, but polynomials of higher order would have to be employed 
in Eqs. 5, with the disadvantage of an increased number of unknown displacement 
parameters. 

Fortunately, numerical experience with the present finite element has indicated 
that it is free of any spurious shear effects. This appears to be achieved by 
the fact that the interpolation polynomials for transverse in-plane displacement 
parameters Vk are of a lower degree (linear) than those for longitudinal displace
ment parameters U2' U3 , and U4 characterizing bending rotations and warping 
(quadratic). This is manifested by the fact that the element is subparametric 
[i.e., its geometry is defined by fewer parameters than its deformations (28)] 
and gives to U2 , U3, and U4 extra degrees-of-freedom within the element, 
as indicated by interior nodes. In the limit case of a very narrow and shallow 
girder; the extra degrees-of-freedom make it possible for the excess equilibrium 
conditions associated with the interior nodes to enforce vanishing shear strains 
and, thus, also the normality of the cross sections (i.e., the condition U2 = 

- dV2 / dz) in a certain average sense within the element, even though it is 
violated in general points within the element. Moreover, these conditions also 
eliminate, in the case of very slender beams, similar spurious shear effects 
relative to distortion V4 and warping U4 • Numerical examples further revealed 
that an isoparametric element, with all distributions linear, could not be used 
because substantial errors would result in the case of bending or transverse 
distortion of very slender beams. 

The preceding result, which seems to have passed unnoticed so far, has broader 
implications for beams, plates, and shells, in general, and is considered in more 
detail by the writers in a subsequent paper. It appears that for elimination 
of spurious shear effects it is essential that the polynomials for transverse 
displacement and for bending rotation be of unequal degrees, and that the one 
for rotation be at least quadratic. If these degrees are 1,2 or 3,2 or 2,3, the 
spurious shear stiffness does not arise, while for degrees 1,1 or 2,1 or 2,2 
or 3,3 it does arise. The degrees of polynomials proposed herein represent 
the combination which gives the lowest number of displacement parameters 
of the element. Note also that an isoparametric element would not be free 
of spurious shear stiffness; one must use a subparametric element. 

In contrast to the alternative of numerical integration of reduced order (28), 
the present formulation not only allows the use of fewer displacement parameters, 
but also has the advantage of monotonic convergence (upper bound solution), 
because full continuity between the finite elements is satisfied. 

INCREMENTAL STIFFNESS IN PRESENCE OF 1Nf11Al STRESS 

Consider now that the beam is initially in equilibrium at initial normal stresses 
<T~ and initial shear stresses T~s in the walls. Subsequently, a small incremental 
deformation occurs. The virtual work of stresses and loads after incremental 
deformation upon any kinematically admissible variation of displacements within 
the finite element is 
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8W= 8W, + 8Wo - If (p z 8u + P s 8v + Pn 8w)dsdz 
z s I 

.. (8) 

in which 

8W, = I I <Tz 8ez dAdz + i I Tzs 8e zs dAdz + if ms 8ks dsdz ...... (9) 

8Wo = I I <T°z 8E z dAdz + I I TOzs8'Y zs dAdz ................ (10) 

in which 8 W, = virtual work due to incremental stresses; 8 Wo = virtual work 
due to initial stresses; A = area of cross section; ms and ks = transverse 
bending moment and transverse curvature of wall; ks = d2wlds2; ez, ezs = 
small (linearized) normal strain and shear strain; E z and 'Y zs = finite normal 
and shear strains, i.e. 

z az z z 2 az 2 az e =~; E = e + ~ (~) \ ~ (aw)2 J 
au av 1 av av 1 awaw ........... (11) 

e =-+_. 'Y =e +---+---
zs as az' zs zs 2 as az 2 as az 

Eq. 9 contains small strain because only infinitesimally small incremental 
deformation is considered. Nevertheless, in product <T~ 8Ez (Eq. 10) the finite 
strain expression must be used because, in view of <T~ and T~s being finite 
(large), product <1~ 8 ez would be accurate only up to small quantities of first 
order in displacement gradients, whereas product <T z &e z (Eq. 9) is a small quantity 
of second order (e.g., Ref. 4). Component (aul az)2 has been deleted from 
E z since for small incremental strains it is negligible with regard to ez• Similar 
comments can be made about T zs & e zs and T ~s &'Y zs. (The work of initial transverse 
bending moments in the wall includes no second-order small term.) 

e = (e z, ezs' ks)T; q-= (<1z, T zs ' ms)T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (12) 

'_(~ ~ ~ ~ )T. U - , , , ,ks' 
az ax ay az 

(13) 

and to define matrices h, d, g, C I' and c2 by the relations 

e=hu'; u' =du; u=gq; avlaz=c1q; awlaz=c2q ....... (14) 

Matrix d is derived from the relation 

az ax 

a, a, a, 

az ax ......... (15) ~ , =J 
a~ a~ 

az ax 

aT) aT) 
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in which J Jacobian matrix of the mapping defined by Eq. 1, and from a 
similar relation that holds for the derivatives of v. Matrix d (5 x 7 in size) 
obviously consists of the components, Iij', of the inverse matrix, J-': 

d= 

J-' I 0 0 0 0 

---+-~-----~-----~----~ 
o 

o 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

o 

o o o 

......... (16) 

Matrices g, c, and c2 follow from Eq. 7 (for details see Appendix I). The 
stress-strain law and the strain-displacement relations may be written as 

q-=De; e=Bq, with B=hdg .................... (17) 

Here D = 3 x 3 elastic matrix in which Dij = 0 for i ¥- j; DII = E = Young's 
modulus; D22 = G = shear modulus; and D33 = D = cylindrical bending 
stiffness of walls (Ds = m.l ks = E&3 112 (1 - v); v = Poisson ratio). 

Using Eqs. 16 and 13, Eq. 9 can be brought to the form 

&W,= II&eTq-dzdA=&qTK'q ..... (18) 

with K'=If BTDBdZdA=f'("12it2BTDBllld~dT)d~ ..... (19) 
z A -,J"1' (. 

in which III = det (J) = Jacobian. From the form of Eq. 18 it is apparent 
that K' is the stress-independent part of the incremental (tangential) stiffness 
matrix (of size 19 x 19) of the finite element. In the general case, the integrals 
in Eq. 19 must be evaluated numerically, for which Gaussian-point integration 
(of order 8, with nine points; Ref. 28) is adequate. In special cases, explicit 
integration is possible (see Eq. 31). 

Initial stresses will be assumed, for the sake of simplicity, to be caused only 
by initial axial force po (positive for tension) and by initial bending moment 
M~ about centroidal axis. Thus 

po MO 
<1~ = A + --f Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (20) 

x 

and T~s will be considered zero. Using c, and c 2 from Eq. 14, Eq. 10 (with 
T~s = 0) takes the form: 

&WO= II <T: [(C,8q)T c ,q +(C 2 &q)T c2q ] dzdA+ &0·· ....... . (21a) 

or &WO = If <1z08qTcTcqdzdA + &0 = &qTKOq + &0 ......... . (21b) 
z A 
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in which c = [c l , c 2 ] and 

K O = : fL~2L\TCIJld~dT\dt+ ~x~fi~2L~2CTCIJld~dT\dt ... (22) 

and &0 is an expression which does not contain q and is thus irrelevant for 
stiffness. From the form of Eq. 21 it is clear that KO is the stress-dependent 
part of the incremental stiffness matrix of the element. 

The virtual work may now be expressed as &W = &qT (Klq + KOq - F), 
in which F = 19 x 1 column matrix of applied forces, associated with q. The 
condition that & Wvanish for any 8q yields the incremental equilibrium condition 

of the element 

Kq = F, with D = KI + KO .. ,., ...... , .. ,., ...... (23) 

To isolate the components associated with internal node c of the element 
(referred to by subscript 0), element stiffness matrix K and load matrix F may 
be partitioned similarly to the way q is partitioned in Eq. 6. Eq. 23 then becomes 

Elimination of all three components of q c' which is known as 'the static 
condensation procedure (21), yields 

(25) 

(26) 

Matrix k is a 16 x 16 incremental stiffness matrix of the element, referred 
solely to its boundary nodes, and f = the associated 16.x 1 ~olumn mat~ix 
of applied forces. Inverse K;cl is very simple (because Kc~ IS a dIagona~ matrIX, 
in the case of uniform cross sections) and explicit expressIons are possIble. 

To obtain the stiffness matrix of the whole structure, one must superimpose 
all element stiffness matrices transformed to global coordinates. These matrices 
have the form TTk T, in which T = transformation matrix from element 
coordinates x, y, and z to global coordinates X, Y, and Z. . . 

Obviously, in assembling the structural stiffness matrix one can easIly mclude 
stiffness matrices of transverse diaphragms, which are the same as those for 

plate elements. 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

The accuracy of the proposed method of analysis is examined by solving 
some practical problems (on CDC-6400 in single precision arithmetic). The 
solutions are carried out for various numbers n of finite elements and are compared 
with the exact analytical solutions of the differential equation, when possible. 
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Lateral Buckling of Beam with Rigid Cross Section.-The critical moment, 
M~, for a simply-supported beam, restrained against twist but free to warp 
at ends, is calculated. The beam is of depth b = 120 in. (3,050 mm), width 
a = 50 in. (1,270 mm), has flanges of thickness 82 = 2.4 in. (61.0 mm), and 
webs of thickness &1 = 2.0 in. (50.8 mm). Modulus of elasticity E = 30 x 

II) 
0. 

II) 
II) 
Q) 
'-
+-
(/) 

c 

~ .-
a. 
Q) 

o 

150 I 
o 

50 
A 

01 

-50 I 

I 
-150 I 0 

3 2 I 0 I 2 
Width (in.) 

o 

3 

B 
1 

I 

~~T-~~~ ~r._~.-_~o~._~.~_~. 

\ 
\ 

\ 

._E_. _~,-, 
-500 ISO 

Stress (psi) 

(c) 

'11 

" " " .-.E-._.~\:_ 

-SO 0 150 
Stress (psi) 

FIG. 5.-Comparison of Stresses from Present Solution with Test Data of Ref. 1 
and their Finite Element Solution: (a) Radial Stresses at Interior (Line 1) and Exterior 
(Line 2) Surfaces of Bottom Flange; (b) Longitudinal Stresses at Midthickness of 
Inner Vertical Web; (e) Longitudinal Stresses at Midthickness of Outer Vertical Web 
(1 psi = 6,9 N/m2 ; 1 in, = 25,4 mm) 

106 psi (207,000 MN/m 2
) and shear modulus G = E/3. The numerical values 

are compared with the exact analytical solution of the Euler differential equ,ation 
(Appendix II) associated with the preceding expression for 8 W (see Table 1). 

Lateral Buckling of Circular Arch with Rigid Cross Section.-The critical 
moment, M~, for a pin-ended arch, restrained against twist but free at ends, 
is calculated. The arch is of depth b = 120 in. (3,050 nun), a = 50 in. (1,270 
mm), radius R = 1,833 in. (46.56 m), and central angle 60°. The flanges of 
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thickness 82 2.4 in. (61.0 mm), and the webs have thickness 8 1 2.0 in. 
(50.8 mm). Modulus of elasticity E = 30 X 106 psi (207,000 MN/m 2) and 
shear modulus G = E/3. Comparison with the exact analytical solution of 
the differential equation (Appendix I) is given in Table 1. 

Bimoment Decay along Box Beam.-The wall is assumed to be very thin, 
i.e., VI = O. A simply-supported beam restrained against distortion is loaded 
at its ends by longitudinal forces (without static resultant) giving a bimoment 
of 100 N . m2; span = 1 m, depth b = 120 cm, width a = 70 cm, and 82 
= 1.6 cm, 8 I = 1 cm. The value of the bimoment at midspan, calculated according 
to p. 248 of Ref. 27, is 81 N . m2; 32 elements yield the same result. 

Axisymmetric Buckling of Cylindrical Shell.-Using the same example given 
on p. 459 of Ref. 24, critical stress IT z = IT cr causing axisymmetric buckling 
of a cylindrical shell of diameter a and thickness h (with ratio a/ h = 303) 
is 60,000 psi (414 N /mm 2). Using the analogy with a beam on elastic foundation 
(and the matrix in Eq. 31), the same result is obtained with 40 elements. 

Distortion of Tapered Bridge Box Girder.-The case previously studied by 
Ki'istek (13), both numerically and experimentally with a PVC model, is analyzed. 
The model is a simply-supported tapered box girder of span 48 in. (1,220 mm), 
width 4 in. (102 mm), and of a depth varying parabolically from 4.7 in. (119 
mm) at the supports to 3.2 in. (81.3 mm) at the midspan. At the ends, distortion 
and warping are prevented. The wall thickness is 0.02 in. (0.508 mm), E = 
0.5 X 106 psi (3,450 MN/m2), and G = E/2.66. The girder is loaded by a 
pair of distributed loads along the diagonal of the box. The loads have a uniform 
vertical component, qz = 0.716 lb/in. (175 N/m). Normal displacements w 
at various points along the span are evaluated (see Table 2). 

Horizontally Curved Box Girder in Bending and Torsion with Distortion and 
Warping.-The case previously studied by Aneja and Roll (1), with a Plexiglas 
l1-UVA model and with the finite element method, is considered herein (see 
Fig. 5). (All values in Fig. 5 are for midspan. Squares are data points for 
midthickness, obtained as averages of the surface readings from Ref. 1.) The 
model is loaded by a centric live load of 0.494 psi (3,410 N/m 2). The stress 
distributions within the midspan cross section, as obtained with the present 
method, are compared with the results from Ref. 1 in Table 2. 

It has also been checked that the present finite element gives the correct 
solutions for plane bending and buckling of straight beams, rings and arches, 
both thick and slender. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. A method for the analysis of the global behavior of long curved or straight 
box girders under initial stress is presented. It is based on thin-wall beam elements, 
including the modes of warping and distortion of cross section. The cross section 
must consist of a single cell, may have overhangs, and may be variable along 
the girder. The' method is an extension and refinement of the method presented 
in Ref. 5. 

2. The spurious shear effects due to transverse bimoment, along with those 
due to shear forces, are eliminated by virtue of the fact that the interpolation 
polynomials for transverse displacements and distortions are of lower order 
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than those for bending rotations and torsional warping, thus providing for interior 
nodes excess equilibrium conditions which can enforce vanishing shear strains 
in the limiting case of very slender girders. The element is subparametric. The 
spurious shear effects also could probably be removed by numerical integration 
of reduced order (29), but an element with a greater number of degrees-of -freedom 
would then be required. 

3. The beam element of any shape is regarded as a mapped image of one 
parent unit element. Explicit expressions for the stiffness matrix are possible 
only in the case of a straight girder of rectangular cross section. Generally, 
the stiffness matrix is evaluated by a Gaussian numerical integration formula. 

4. Numerical examples demonstrated good agreement with analytical solutions 
as well as experimental data. 

5. The finite element gives monotonic convergence (upper-bound solutions) 
to the exact solutions of the differential equation of the problem. 

6. The present type of interpolation polynomials and the skewness of the 
ends of the element, the typical features' of the present formulation, can also 
be applied to thin-wall beams of open cross section to eliminate the numerical 
error that has previously occurred in finite element solutions of slender, higI;1ly 
curved beams (5). 
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APPEIIDX I.-DETAILED foRMs OF MATRICES 

For a beam having a rectangular cross section and a planar curvature in 
the z-y plane, the following explicit expressions are possible. 

Matrix J (Jacobian): 4J11 = 21 + 1)(bu - bZj ); 4J13 = 1)(b
YI 

- byj ); J22 = (l/2)a; 
4J31 = (1 - t)bu + (1 + Pb

ZJ
; 4J33 = (1 - t)b

YI 
+ (1 + t)b

yJ
; all other 

terms = 0; and I = length of element. The determinant is IJI = J* a/2 and 
J* = (1/8) [I (b + b ) + YI(b - b ) + 1)(b b - by b.,)]. In particular, 

YJ Yl .. YJ Yi Y1Zj J"; 
for a straight beam, J11 = (1/2) I; J22 = (1/2) a; J33 = (1/2) b; and J* = 
(1/4) bl. The inverse is r l = 1/J*, in which 111 = J33 ; 113 = -J13 ; J22 = 

J*/J22 ; 131 = -J31 ; 133 = J l1 ; and all other terms = O. 
Matrix A (of interpolation functions, Eq. 7; size 3 x 19): 

AOI 0 A02 0 0 

A= Al 0 A2 0 0 

0 A3 0 A4 As 

in which 

4AOI = [2t(1 - 0, -b1)" (l - t), a~" (l - t), 2 X4 (1 - t)]; 

4Ao2 = [2t(1 - t), -bTl" (1 + t), a~" (1 + t), 2 X4 (1 + t)]; 

. (27) 
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4A\=[2P(1-'),a~ (l-,),bTl (1-,),~abs/(1- 0]; 
~ ~ 2 

, 

4A2 = [ 2p (1 + n, a ~" (l + n, bTl" (1 + '), ~ ab s / (l + 0 l 
4A3 = [2(1 - 0, -a~'(l - '), -bTl'(1- '), - ~ ab~TlW - 1;) l 
4A4= (2(1 + 0, a~'(1 + O,bTl'(1 + Q, ~ ab~TI'(1 + 0]; 
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4A 5 = [2a~ (1 - ,2), 2bTl (1 - ,2), ab ~TI(1 - t2)] 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (28) 

in which p = (1/2) a~ sin a - (1/2) bTl cos a; t = (1/2) a~ cos a + 
(1/2) bTl sin a; s/ = TI~ +~TI ; ~ = (2/a) cos a; TI = (2/b) sin a; and 
a = 0 along ~ and a = 90°' along"~o 0' " 

MatrixB (size 3 x 19, Eqo l7); Denote B = P/l*o Then 

1 1 1 
P I5 = -- 133 ; P I6 = -- a~133 (I - 2Q; PI7 = -- bTl133 (l - 2,) 
244 

1 1 1 
+ - bJ13 W - ~); PI8 = -- ab~T)J33 (1 - 2~) + - ab~J13 W - 0; 
488 

1 1 1 
PI 13 = - 133 ; PI 14 = - a ~J33 (1 + 2 t); PI 15 = - b TlJ33 (1 + 2 p 

2 4 4 

1 1 1 
- - bIn ,(1 + '); PI !6 = - ab~Tl133 (1 + 20 - - abV13 W + 0; 
488 

1 
PI 17 = - aV33 '; PI 18 = - b Tl133 ,- - b1l3 (I - ,2); PI 19 = - ab~T)133' 

2 

1 1 1 
- - ab~ll3 (1- ,2); P21 = - - p133 + - bcos all3 (I - P; 

2 2 4 

1 1 1 
P22 = - -" a~ 133 ; P, 3 = - - bTl 133 ; P24 = - - abs /133 ; 

4 " 4 " 8 

1 1 
P27 = 4 bTlTl,,133 J 31 (1 - 2,) - 4 bTJ,,1331 11 ~(1 - t); P28 = 

1 1 1 
-ab~TITI J3~J31 (1- 20 - - abTl~ J*~(1- t) - - ab~TI 133JII to - t); 
8" 8" 8" 

1 1 1 
P29 = 2 p133 + 4 b cos aJ3! (1 + t); P2 10 = 4' a ~,,133; 
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1 
P2 12 = - abs /133 ; 

8 

1 1 1 
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- - ab~TI 13313\ (I + 20 + - abTl~ 1*,(1 + 0 + - ab~TI 133111 ,(I + 0; 
8" 8" 8" 

o , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (29) 

and all other terms = 00 
Matrixc (size 19 x 2, Eqo 21): Denote c = {cl' c2 } = C/l*o Then 

p 3 
C\ I = - - J33 + - cos a; 

2 2 

3 
+ -coso:; 

2 

t X4 
C29 = - 13 + ....:.::::!l.. JI3 (l + ') ... 0 ••• 0 •• 0 ••••• 0 (30) 

2 2 

and all other terms are zero. 
Stiffness Matrix for Distortion and Warping of Straight Beams.-Employing 

static condensation, the stiffness matrix associated with displacement vector 
(V4" U 4 " V4j , U 4j ) and force vector (Qi' B i• Qj' B j ) is obtained as: 
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60ao + b l [2 cl 
-----+-
6P (1 + <1» 3 

Symm. 

60ao + bl [2 

6P (1 + <1» 

60a o + bl [2 

12/2 (1 + <1» 

60ao + bl 12 cl 
-----+-
6/ 3 (1 + <1» 3 
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60ao + bl F 

12F (1 + <1» 

(~ + <1» a + bl [2 
3 0 S 

1(1 + <1» 

60ao + bl [2 

12[2 (1 + <1» 

(~ - <1» a - ~ 
3 0 24 

1(1+<1» 

60ao + bl /
2 

12[2 (1 + <1» 

(~ + <1» a + b l 12 
3 0 S 

1 (1 + <1» 
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........... (31) 

in which <I> = 10 aol bl [2; a o = EA a2 b2 14S; and bl = Gab (a8 1 + b8 2) 12; 
c = SE/8 (1 - v 2

) (bI8~ + a18D. Note that in the nominators of all elements 
in this matrix the terms containing bl become negligible for I ~ 0, as compared 
with the terms containing ao' This is not so in the formulations exhibiting spurious 
shear stiffness. The matrix in Eq. 31 is of a form exactly analogous to that 
which relates to displacements (V3i , U3i ' V3j , U3j ), i.e., to bending deflections 
and rotations. 

APPENDIX n.-SOME ANALYTlCAl SOLU11ONS 

Consider now lateral buckling of a straight simply-supported box girder which 
exhibits longitudinal warping but no distortion of cross sections (V4 = 0) and 
no shear deformations in bending (GAw ~ 00). The Euler differential equations 
associated with Eqs. Sand 10 for 8 Ware obtained, bu a routine procedure, 
in the form 

Ely V;' + M~ V'; = 0; a o U; - b l U4 - b2 Vi = 0; 

2 V~ + bl V~ - M~ V~ = 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (32) 
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in which a o = fA <!>i dA; b l = fA (d<!>41 dS)2 dA; b2 = fA (d<!>41 ds)(d<!> I I ds)dA; 
and ()' = dl dz. Introducing function f(z) such that f' = U

4
' one obtains 

VI = (ao f" - bd)lb2 and Eqs. 32 can be reduced to the form f"" - 2af" 
- ~ f = 0, with 2a = k2 112 - W 2 I bl EI and fl = M02 I aEI Assuming MO 

x y tJ x y. x 
constant along the beam, the solution of this differential equation for boundary 
conditions VI = U~ = f = f" = 0 at z = 0 and z = L is (a 2 + ~) 1/2 - a 
= Tr 2 I U, which yields 

M~=~[ElyGI (1+ Tr

2
u )/1"1"- . ,_.,- (33) 

L s L2G1s \ L2bll 

This expression, apparently not available in the literature, "ar to that 
for lateral buckling of beams of open cross section (26). 

Utilizing this similarity, which also holds for the corresponding differential 
equations, the critical bending moment, M~, for a circular arch (of radius R) 
can be most simply obtained directly from Vlasov's expression for an arch 
of open cross section (27). Thus 

M~ = a ± Va 2 + ~ .................. . . (34) 

in which 2Ra = Ely + ( GIs + ~: a) (1 + :22:)-1 ......... . (35a) 

~ = EI GI (~ __ 1) (1 +~) (1 +~)-I 
Y s L2 R2 L2G1s L2bl 

......... . (35b) 

For the general differential equations of equilibrium in terms of Uk and Vk , 

in absence of initial stress, see Eq. 9 of Ref. 3. 
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APPENDIX IV.-NoTATION 

The following symbols are used in this paper: 

A 
A 

a,b 
ai' hi' aXi ' ayi , .,. hz, 

J,lll 

k, K, KI, KO 

I, L 
M~, pO 

Pk' Qk 

Pt' P" Pn 
q, qb, qC 

s 
u, v, w 

W, WI' Wo 
X, y, Z 

o 
01' O2 , 0 

Ez.s ' -Yz.s 

(J" z' T zs' q 

(J~, T~s 
cj> k' IjJ k' Xk 

Subscripts 

area of cross section; 
matrix of interpolation functions, Eq. 7; 
width and depth of box (Fig. 0; 
basic vectors of end cross section i and their 
components; 
matrices in Eq. 22 and Eq. 30; 
small incremental normal and shear strains and their 
column matrix, Eq. 11; 
Jacobian matrix of coordinate transformation (Eq. 15) 
and its determinant; 
condensed and full stiffness matrix and its parts (Eqs. 
19-23); 
transverse incremental curvature and bending moment 
in wall; 
length of element and length of beam; 
initial bending moment and axial force (Eq. 20); 
generalized cross section forces, Eq. 4; 
components of distributed load, Eq. 8; 
column matrix of element displacements (Eq. 6) and 
its parts referring to boundary nodes and center node; 
coordinate along wall in cross section of beam; 
displacements along beam and within cross section 
plane, tangential and normal to wall; 
virtual work and its components, Eqs. 8-10; 
cartesian components of element; 
first variation; 
thickness of horizontal and vertical sides of box and 
at general point; 
normal and shear components of finite incremental 
strain, Eq. II; 
cartesian coordinates of parent unit element; 
distance of wall tangent from beam axis (Eq. 3); 
incremental normal and shear strains and their column 
matrix; 
initial normal stresses, Eqs. 10 and 20; and 
displacement distribution modes within cross section, 
Eq.2. 

i, j ends of element. 

Superscript 
T transpose of matrix. 
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ABSTRACT: A method of analysis of the global behavior of long curved or straight 
single-ceH girders with or without initial stress is presented. It is based on thin-waH 
beam elements that include the modes of longitudinal warping and of transverse 
distortion of cross section. Deformations due to shear forces and transverse bimoment 
are included, and it is found that the weH-known spurious shear stiffness in very 
slender beams is eliminated by virtue of the fact that the interpolation polynomials for 
transverse displacements and for longitudinal displacements (due to rotations and 
warping) are linear and quadratic, respectively, and an interior mode is used. The 
element is treated as a mapped image of one parent unit element and the stiffness 
matrix is in integration of in three dimensions, which is numerical in general, but could 
be carried out explicitly in special cases. Numerical examples of deformation of 
horizontaHy curved bridge girders, and of lateral buckling of box arches, as weH as 
straight girders, validate the formulation and indicate good agreement with solutions by 
other methods. 
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